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The other day I mentioned something in a post about self-inflated
misery and how it has become big business. The post modern
has given away to the past modern as entire industries thrive on
complaining, kvetching and whining. For instance, if you Google
the term “complaints,” all sort of nasty items pop up. One
example that took no effort to find was a Centers For Science In
The Public Interest site dedicated to complaints about a vat
grown, fungal vegetarian meat substitute that makes consumers
sick. Yeah, I like my fungal vegetarian meat substitutes grown the
old fashioned way (on a hill, behind the barn). At least the folks
sickened by fungus chicken cutlets utilized a somewhat
productive method of complaint based problem solving. The
more disturbing new form of whinery and mope-itude is part of
the fabric that makes up social networking. It’s easier to sit down
and type 160 characters of pathos than it is to deal with the
inherent problems of life. Several decades ago, the recording
duo They Might Be Giants used the phrase “If it weren’t for
disappointment/I wouldn’t have any appointments.” Now, our only
appointment is a life in which disappointment is vocal and public.

Ah, but what to do? If I complain about complainers, I become just another blogger. Here are some
well worn suggestions:

1. Keep in mind that the 70 year window is small. You are on this earth as a corporal being
for a very limited number of years. Sure, it’s fun to think that we’ll impact the course of human
events for generations after our passing, but that’s naive. The truth is, you have a few decades
to impact those who are here with you positively. Will you speak of the beauty surrounding
your life on earth or be content to let all who can hear that the time you’ve been given isn’t
good enough?

2. If you must complain, then ***** with passion! There are times in life when insult and injury
can only be answered by kicking in chairs and knocking down tables (I’m having an 80′s song
day). I’m all for the sort of informed, heartfelt, no whining, no tears sort of righteous
complaining that moves people and governments to do what they’re asked to.

3. Embrace the minority. There are individuals who keep their own counsel and maintain lives
of  healthy spirited positivity. The choice is to continually spend time with the haters, or
gravitate toward those who quietly love life and others without constant insecurity about
whether good is good enough.

4. Stuff is just stuff. Your possessions don’t speak volumes about you. You speak volumes
about you.

Suffering is relative to where you woke up this morning. I once complained to someone about
“suffering from a cold.” The individual reminded me that I had no idea what it was like to suffer.
Maybe, maybe not. Still, I’ve not used the phrase in the 15 years since. What right have I to
complain? On most days when I awake, my country’s system of government hasn’t been toppled. No
mudslides have overtaken my home. Sure, I’ve got bills and sickness and bills and broken down
lemon cars and bills. Do I suffer for any of them? Nah. I’m just happy to have awoken in my warm
bed and ready to use my years on earth for good. Onward and Upward.

[vimeo]http://vimeo.com/776824[/vimeo]
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